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Gravity Euclidean methods

Gibbons & Hawking 1977, 

Action integrals and partition 

functions in QG

What Hilbert space gives this 

background contribution ? 

Can one do the trace on the LHS ?

What is the simplest model ?

NB: Classical black hole 

thermodynamics comes entirely

from background



Electromagnetic model Euclidean methods

What is the simplest model ? 

Linear theory

Linearized gravity similar to 

electromagnetism 



Vacuum capacitor Semi-classical contribution

Charged spherical or planar capacitor

Improved action with boundary term

Hawking & Ross 1995, Duality 

between electric and magnetic BHs



Aim : microscopic explanation of semi-classical contribution

Gibbons & Hawking: contribution to partition function from Euclidean action evaluated 

at classical saddle point

Vacuum capacitor Semi-classical contribution



Planar vacuum capacitor Boundary conditions

perfectly conducting boundary conditions 

as in Casimir effect

Dirichlet, sines only for x,y components

Neumann, cosines + zero mode for z components

do not use heat kernel techniques but mode expansion

possible because of very simple geometry



Planar vacuum capacitor Edge modes/Soft degrees of freedom

Detailed Hamiltonian analysis

modes related to standard black body result 

(corrected because of Casmir effect at non-

zero temperature)

Put the mode expansion in the canonical 

Hamiltonian and perform the constraint 

analysis after having taken the boundary 

conditions into account

constraints

standard discussion applies, only two independent polarizations



modes give extra dynamics of massless scalar in 2+1 dimensions

Electric charge observable

Planar vacuum capacitor Extra partition function

are physical : not affected by the constraints nor by gauge transformations

not longitudinal because



Planar vacuum capacitor Extra partition function

modes give

turn on chemical potential for electric charge

reproduces the semi-classical result !

mode corresponds to free particle



Planar vacuum capacitor Casimir effect at T ≠ 0

Helmholtz free energy 

Zero temperature Casimir energy

Thermal contribution

Sernelius, Surface modes

Subtraction of empty space BB result



Summary

Main claim

microstates responsible for BH entropy related 

to non-proper gauge (=soft) DoF

rather than physical gravitons

What the physical DoF freedom are can only 

be decided after taking the boundary 

conditions (or the topology) into account, not 

before



• Gauge sector of electromagnetism as topological field theory

• Quantum Coulomb solution as coherent state of unphysical photons

• linearized Schwarzschild solution involves temporal/longitudinal DoF

• no physical gravitons in 3d but BTZ black hole

• observables = ADM surface charges involve unphysical DoF

Further arguments



Electromagnetism DoF & reduced quantization

Hamiltonian formulation

first class constraints

physical DoF unphysical DoF

Quantization
reduced phase space: transverse DoF

in positive definite Hilbert space

with charged sources: quantize transverse 

fluctuations around classical charged solution



Electromagnetism Ghosts

quantize all polarizations in indefinite metric Hilbert space

a) Gupta-Bleuler

physical state condition additional (null) states decouple

b) BRST quantization
spurious fermionic DoF

cancel contributions from 

longitudinal and temporal photons

BRST charge

path integral

gauge fixation



Electromagnetism Topological sector

“physical” sector

topological sector

contains electric charge observable



Electromagnetism BRST quantization

expand all fields in terms of oscillators

physical transverse 

unphysical bosonic 

(null)

unphysical ghost

BRST charge

physical states BRST exact states decouple

Hamiltonian

responsible for black body entropy

ghosts and unphysical 

bosonic DoF drop out

in particular vacuum state is physical 

Gauge sector always trivial ? No: cf. topological field theories



Electromagnetism Coupling to a source

static charge at the origin

only Gauss law modified

modified BRST charge

c-number Fourier transform of

old vacuum no longer physical 

new vacuum

in terms of old vacuum 

coherent state of null photons



Electromagnetism Quantum Coulomb solution

unusual ‘classical’ properties

instead of

Ehrenfest theorem

NB: requires infrared regularisation

interpretation : extrapolation of Aharonov-Bohm 

effect to quantized electromagnetic field 

Dirac 1932

Fock & Podolski 1932

Bronstein 1936 

GB 2010



Electromagnetism Quantum Coulomb solution



Electromagnetism Quantum Coulomb solution



linearized GR = massless spin 2 gauge field on Minkowski background

ADM 1962, Dynamics of 

GR, gr-qc/0405109

Hamiltonian formulation

orthogonal 

decomposition of 

symmetric rank 2 tensor

# of comp

D=4       D=3

1            1

2            0

3            2

Gravity DoF

Physical DoF: gravitational waves

6 3



Gravity Linearized Schwarzschild solution

canonical pairs

D=4      

D=3

coupling to a massive particle at rest

only Hamiltonian constraint is affected

after spatial diffeo
linearized Schwarzschild 

solution, no TT variables 

involved

all other variables 0

Quantum version in linearized gravity:

M. Bronstein (1936)



Gravity Observable

observable ADM mass only sees

surface charge 

exactly like for electric charge

related to G&H boundary term that gives non trivial value for Euclidean action



Summary

Main claims

(i) Interesting edge dynamics in electromagnetism

(ii) Related to non-proper gauge degrees of freedom

(Justified ?) hope: extendable to gravity to understand 

microstates for black hole entropy


